
SANGHEE MOON 
Social: Instagram | YouTube 
Services: VOICE | ACTING | PERFORMANCE 
Phone: +31628077717 
 Email: aka.sangheemoon@gmail.com  
Birthplace: Busan, South Korea  
Nationality: United States of America  
Current Location: Amsterdam NL  
Visa: ZZP 

 

OBJECTIVE:  
To offer my image, look, or acting to help create visual experiences and stories for modern and 
contemporary media, so viewers and listeners can be inspired and emotionally stimulated.  

 
FORMAL EDUCATION: 
Master's Degree: MaHKU Utrecht School of Visual Art & Design                                                   2009-2013   
Masters of Contemporary Visual Art- Focus on identity, performance, mixed and digital media 
  
Bachelor's Degree: Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan U.S.A                          2003-2008 

Arts & Science Bachelor’s in Fine Art- Emphasis in mixed and digital media. 
 
VOICE:  
“Training Game- Team Henderson Investigation” for Thingks; Zoetermeer, NL.                       03/08/2018   
For this project I played Nikki Chen, a supplier for a big time “Formula E” racing company where there is 
an insider threat that sells secrets to an opposing racing team.  Films were processed into an interactive 
game where players investigate and point out the culprit. The game can end differently based on players 
decisions.  I had acting text and voices overs for this production.  
 
"Book Project" with Dutch artist Job Koelewijn                                                                     6/1/2016-Present  
Together we read out loud, on a variety of books record on a variety of different types of audio devices 
and make interactive wall installations. Currently we are reading Jane Austin novels.  We have exhibited 
at Galerie Fons Welters and also collaborated on the book "Doors of perception" by Aldous Huxley.  
 
“Serious Game-Mocumentary” for &RANJ; Rotterdam, NL.                                                           08/03/2018  
This experience allowed me to play as an eco-rioter for a game created by &Ranj.  
 
COMMERCIAL ACTING: 
“Mobile Bankieren”- ING; Amsterdam, NL.                                                                                       16/10/2020 
Under the direction of Basja De Bruin, I was cast to play the role of the main girl for an ING commercial 
with slow motion water splash special effects.  
 
"Bad dates"-Post NL Valentine’s Day 2019; Amsterdam NL.                                                          19/01/2019  
Post NL created a social media 2019 campaign about especially bad dates.  
 
“Young Entrepreneurs”- ING; Amsterdam, NL.                                                                                 03/08/2018 
ING created an internal campaign about an up-and-coming app. 

https://www.instagram.com/aka.sangheemoon/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqM4gxxTe80as4UNSwaJAuQ?view_as=subscriber
mailto:aka.sangheemoon@gmail.com


 
E-LEARNING ACTING: 
“The Planet”- ING; Amsterdam, NL.                                                                                                    16/10/2020 
Under the direction of Basja De Bruin, I was cast to play the role of the main girl for an ING commercial 
with slow motion water splash special effects. 
 
TV ACTING: 
"Meisjes van plezier"- Directed by Sandra van der Oest; Amsterdam NL.                                   29/05/2019  
For this production I worked as background model for the series "Meisjes Van Plezier" under the main 
direction of Sandra Van der Oest for the Dutch multimedia company Talpa Network.  
 
“La Famiglia” directed by Vincent Schuurman; Amsterdam NL.                                                    10/05/2016  
Here I had a few small acting parts for a few appearances in the series La Famiglia.  
 
"Perfect Plaatje: Season 4, Episode 2"; Amsterdam NL.                                              11/06/2019 (Premiere)  
For this experience I modeled and helped Christina Curry obtain second place for the episode.  
 
FILM ACTING: 
"Casanova’s"- Directed by Jamel Aattache; Rotterdam NL.                                                           16/07/2020  
For this production I worked as an extra but learned lots from watching the Dutch actors on set.  
 
ART PERFORMANCE: 
“Misconceptions of the lyrical cube”-How Art Museum; Shanghai, CHN.                                   16/11/2018  

Performance artist, creative consultant & logistics manager. In association with the 2018 

Shanghai Biennale, I collaborated with Tiong Ang to assist in creating and managing a 13-person 

social-sculpture art performance consisting of many non-English speaking people that endured 

9.5 hours for the opening exhibition.  

"Universality, decorum of thought and desire” 1st Asia Biennale; Guangzhou China.                  11/12/15  
Creative consultant, visual and performance artist. Research, concept development, styling, 
management, coordination and performance art were my main responsibilities for this 3-person 
performance for the on opening day. 
 
“Montage is a heartbeat”-Haenghwatang Multi-Cultural Art Space; Seoul, SK.                         03/08/2018 
Performance artist, Multidisciplinary artist and Artistic Director. For this group show I exhibited a tryptic 
piece and acted out a subtle performance for the opening. 
 
Lumen Travo Gallery; Amsterdam, NL.                                                                                              20/10/2017     
Performance artist for the video and for the gallery opening performance.  
 
“There are only ways to get in”-Lab111 Filmhuis; Amsterdam, NL.                                             26/11/2016  
Actress, performance artist, styling and makeup artist for the short art film by Alejandro Ramirez.  
 
REFERENCES:  
Monique Sluyter, Actress & Agent, Monique Sluyter Agency; +31628528827 
 Lara Kostic, Administration Manager In-Casting Agency; +31619370797; office@in-casting.com  
Tiong Ang, Artist/Filmmaker/Curator; +31650553287; tiongang@gmail.com 
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